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Gubernatoria/candidatesdebate duties
o{PUC
Outlining the duties of the
Public Utilities Commission was
a prime topic for debate by
Republican gubernatorial can-
didates Vernon Ravenscroft and
Larry Jackson, last Monday as
the GOP Contenders spoke
before an audience of students,
faculty and the public. Itwas the
second such forum held at Boise
State, with Republican hopefuls
. airing their views on timely
subjects of concern to the state.
Ravenscroft, former GOP
state chairman, denounced what
he called "short term, consumer
oriented" decisions on the part
of the PUC, resulting in higher
rates for the user. He said, "a
short sighted management de-
. J'
cision by the (PUC) can be very
costly," contending the agency
has overstepped its regulatory
functions.
Jackson, also a former state
chairman, concurred with Rav-
enscroft, stating, "The PUC has
not been able to operate in its
official capacity. " He added
that he would like to see it
removed form the "political
area," and paced by guidelines
established by' a formulated
energy board; this to be enacted
if he becomes governor or the
Commission to be monitered by
the legislature.
He added, however, attitudes
held by some legislators might
"damage" the PUC's ability to
perform effectively, while Rav-
enscroft countered this position
with what he termed "message
bills" from the legislature that
could revoke the Commission
entirely or bring it under tight.
control of the law making body.
On the issue of growth, both
candidates cited the state's
tremendous population boom as
of vital concern. "There is no
such thing as 'no growth',"
noted Ravenscroft, "we go
it ... it's here," referring to
Idaho's current ranking as the
nations third fastest growing
state in population. He -sees the
function of state government
as determining policies for
planned versus unplanned
growth; water usage, he ex-
plained, figured highly in
Idaho's growth. "A tremendous
decision" is needed, according
to Ravenscroft, in terms of what
direction the state grows with
water being a primary concern .
Jackson called for "reason-
able, responsible growth," sta-
tillg "people have the right (to
live) "in Idaho." He asked for
comprehensive land acts, with
the governors' office and the
legislature assisting municipal-
ities and regional bodies in
planning for inevitable growth.
He stipulated, though; the
"ultimate decisions" in growth
rest .in the hands of lucal
governments. '
Other subjects debated by the
candidates included the con-
troversial tax exemption for
lower' and middle income horne
owners, which excludes the first
SSOOOfrom the home's market -'
value from' taxation. Jackson
feels its manifestation would
directly effect the elderly or
those whose homes do not fall
under heavy property taxes
now. Ravenscroft called for
"unilateral" taxation, saying"
"equality in taxation is difficult
to achieve, but an ongoing
process ... if there are problems
or justification (is needed), then
exemption is the route to go."
Right to work policies were
supported by Jackson, though
he deems the 1977 session's Bill
67 as "not responsible." He
added, "it's incongruous that a
man or woman ... should be out
of work with labor negotiations
going on." Ravenscroft concur-
red, noting he too would sign a
similar Right to Work bill as
governor.
Jackson. co-chairman of the
Joint Financial, Appropriations
Committee in the legislature,
and Ravenscroft, who has bid
for governor three previous
times, were to be joined by
candidate Beverly Shepard in
Monday's forum, who cancelled
out earlier.
Five of the seven Republican
candidates have appeared- at
Boise State, the last such forum
held two weeks ago, with C.L.
"Butch" Otter, former -Boise
Mayor' Jay Amyx and Allan
Larsen speaking. Both meetings
were sponsored by the BSU
economics honarary, Omicron
Delta Upsilon.
BSUstudents
present
'Eantasies,
Myths,
Leqends, and,
other trips
"Fantasies, Myths, Legends,
and Other Trips" will be
presented to the public by the
B'SU Repertory Dance April 22
at 8:15 p.rn, in the Special
Events Center. Cost for the
affair is S2.00 for the general
public; free for BSU students.
The BSU student performance
will include predominantly
modern dancing with some jazz
and ballet, all choreographed by
the student dancers. _
Dancers appearing on the
front cover photo are, from front
to back, Lezlie Sklar, Ann
Gratton, and Jim Barsness.
Don't believe
everything you
read department
Last week's column on
pre-registration mis-reported
the facts. Priority given within
each class will not be based on
number of credit hours sched-
uled for the coming semester; it
will be based on the total,
number of credit hours earned
to date.
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Connie Ihomqren nominated for' 'Coach of the Year'
Jean Portner win's award
at naticpol guitar audition
Jean Portner '! music Chicago, April 1-6. The National
student, has won the second MTNA convention this year
place honorable mention award included auditions in piano,
in the Natinal MTNA guitar brass, woodwind, percussion,
audition, which was held' in voice, strings, and guitar. Ms.
, Portner was a Northwest repre
sentative at the convention, and '
was one of the three contestants
in the guitar field.
Jean Portner is a guitar
student of George Thomason
and will receive a Bachelor of
Music Performance degree this
spring. Also, Ms. Portner isa
private composition student of
J. Wallis Bratt and holds credits
in music flmposition. She has
won first place in the state
composition contest sponsored
by the Idaho Federation of
Music Clubs. Ms. Portner plans
graduate .studies in music
theory along with performance
studies til guitar. She .teaches
private guitar lessons in Boise. , -
Once again Boise State
University gained national re-
cognition,through the Women's
athletic department and basket-
ball program. This came at the '
.end of March when Connie
Thorngren, BSU's Women's
Basketball Coach, was notified
of her current standing as one of
the top five fmalists for 'Coach of
the Year' in the nation.' Coach
Thorngren stated then, "I truely
am pleased and honored to have
received such a nomination,
though I really don't know
where or how I was nomin-
ated,"
Connie Thorngren was raised
on a ranch out of Moore, Idaho.
She attended Idaho State
University and Utah State
University, and holds an
M.E.D. from CentralWashing-
ton State College. She came to
Boise State eight years ago and
began coaching volleyball, field
hockey, and basketball and
track & field after teaching
secondary level school. The
Women's intercollegiate athle-
tic program at BSU began eight
yers ago with a budget of
$500.00 a year, many athletes
doubling in various sports. Now
with the extension of schedules
and competition, the number of
players have increased and
specialized. As with the players,
the coach's role has also
specialized. Over the years,
Connie Thorngren has given up
coaching volleyball, track &
field and field hockey. As an
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education, Mrs. Thorngren
found the progress benefieal.for
the departmentand allows her
more time to devote to her'
position as Assistant 'Athletic
Dire';!or 'for Women - and for
developing the Basketball pro-
gr-am.
The women's basketball team
has an outstanding seven year
record with 106 wins and 21
losses and has never had' a
losing season. The team went to
Nationals in 1975 and placed
second in the Northwest in 1976
and 1977. The team competes
in the large college division
scheduling games with -Utah,
Montana, Washington, and
,Oregon schools. This year's
competition included league
games in Alaska and closed
with a 17-6 record. "The players
this year were veri deserving
and capable. of Winning the
Region," Coach Thorngren
commented. "However, we had
a few key injuries to our
centers which upset our of-
fense,"
Mrs. Thorngren's nomination
came as a result of her
excellence as Boise States
Women's basketball coach. I
was able to contact and discuss
with' Connie Thorngren the
nomination and her interpreta-
tion of the award. "I felt that the
- nomination was given in recog-
nition of our past performance
and a reflection of the many fine
athletes that have been involved
in the program this year and in
the past," stated Connie.
"Since it is the first time such
an award has been proposed,
you must realize my nomination
was made midway through the
season. So I feel the judges are
really looking at past records,"
Connie went on. "It's been the
contributions of the athletes in
the program. The' award if it
comes to me really from the
athletes I have had-the pleasure
'to coach. The athletes over the
years have built the program to
what it is today by. their
recognition and hard work,"
An example would be the
excellent two players received
this year. JoAnn Burrell and
continued on page 14
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French fi 1mto
show April 20
The AIliance Francaise of
Boise, an organization designed
to promote the, study of French
culture and language,' wil1
present the second feature
length French film of its current
series on Thursday, evening,
April 20, at 7:00 pm in the Nez
Perce Room of the Boise State
University Student Union Build-
ing. The film, LA GRANDE
ILLUSION, a classic of the'
French cinema, was directed
and written by Jean Renoir, and
features renowned actors Jena
Gabin and Pierre Fresnay. the
1937 release will be shown in
French dialogue with English
subtitles. The Alliance will ask
patrons for a donation of $.50 for
students, members, and senior
citizens, and $1.00 for adult
non-members, to defray the film
expenses.
LA GRANDE ILLUSION (The'
Great II1usion( is Renoir's most
famous film, and one of his
finest. It explores the fraternity
of men in wartime across class
levels, ethnic backgrounds and
national allegiances. In Jean
Renoir's own words. the true
story of LA GRANDE ILLUSION
is as follows:" "The story was
told to me by my friends in the
war, notably by Pinsard. Pin-
sard flew fighter. planes: I was in
a reconnaissance squadron ... He
saved my life ori several
occasions when the" German,
fighter planes became too
• persistent. He, himself, was
shot down seven times. His
escapes are the, basis for LA
GRANDE ILLUSION."
TIle Alliance Francaise of
Boise, founded in 1977, is a
branch 'of an international
organization ,headquartered in
New York City. It offers
members an opportunity to
renew and learn French langu-
age skill through lectures,
classes, social meetings, a BSU
lending library" of books and
record, and' special programs.
For further information, please
contact Alexa Howell, Presi-
dent, 344-1274.
New Senators sworn
in for '78-'79
'J
TE
LEAVING DOISE"MA Y 29
R.ETUI\N JUNE 13
by Diane Burr
Eleven newly elected Senators
were sworn-in by Chief Justice
Gayle Walker on Tuesday, Apirl
11 . following the adjournment
sine die of the last official
meeting for those senators
elected to serve for the 1977-78
year.
The swearing-in ceremony
began with Treasurer Chris
Hansen taking the oath of olice
followed directly by Vice-presi-
dent Steve Botimer and presi-
dent Rob Perez doing the same.
Directly following the admini-
stration of the .oath, Botimer
called the first '78-'79 Senate
meeting to order.
The business conducted was
short. President Perez present-
ed his report and nominated Pat
Thompson for the post of Public
Relations Director and Ste~e'
Anderson to fill one of the two
vacancies in Vo-Tech.· Both
appointments were approved
with no debate, although four
senators. dissented in the 7-4
vote. Senate standing commit-
tee will be organized by next
week, but.three senators and an
alternate were appointed to the
Academic Grievance Board.
Dick Trevino, Paul Klott, and
Kathy Russell will serve as
BSUStudent Art
~
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members of that committee with
Joy McClean being an alternate.
According to Botimer, the ASB
budget for '78-'79 will be-
presented next week, along with
an ISA reorganizational
proposal.
The out-going Senate voted to
table a proposal from Boise
Urban Stage and effectively
killed the move. The group did
pass a resolution commending
Mike Hoffman for serving the
BSU student body for the last
-four years. The resolution read:
"whereas; ASBSU President,
Mike Hoffman, has served BSU
students in various capacities
during the last four years and:
WHEREAS: His efforts have
greatly beneifited BSU stu-
dents, therefore; BE IT RESOL·
VED that we the ASBSU Senate
do hereby thank President
Hoffman for his service to the
students of Boise State." Moves
.to amend' the motion to include
Dr. David Taylor 'and all the
members of the Senate failed by .
voice vote. "
The next regularly scheduled
Senate meeting will be held on
Tuesday,' April 18 at 4:00 in the
Senate Chambers on the 'second
floor of the Stud net Union
Building. .'
The Annual Boise State Uni-
versity Student Art Show will be
on exhibition from April 17 to
May 13 at the University Gallery
in the Liberal Arts Building and
in the' halls throughout the
building, which is located on the
university campus. The Gallery
is open Monday through Friday
from 9:30 am to 4:30 pm.
The -exhibit will cover all
areas of art taught by the Boise
State University art faculty,
namyof whom arc well known
area artists. Included will beoil
and watercolor painting;
drawing; design; lettering; ad-
vertising design and illustra-
tion; photography; printmaking;
jewelry; sculpture; fiber; cera-
mics; enamelling; and stained
glass. The art wroks that will be
exhibited will be selected from
students' submissions by a
committee. of university art
instructors.
The student art runs the
gamut from traditional "real-
istic" paintings to avant-garde
jewelry designs to eye-catching
posters. Most of the works
exhibited will be for sale: The
public is welcome-vfree : of
charge-- throughout' the run of
the exhibit.
'cold drill'
available
SOFr SERVE YOGURT
Yummy, yummy,
for your tummy,
easy on your money
The 1977-78 issue of the cold
'drill, BSU'saward-winning lit-
erary magazine, is available 'at
the Campus Bookstore. Contri-
buters included Boise State
students and members of the'
community. The uniquely pack-
aged magazine comes with
"poems, prose, and pictures
stuffed in a box .. "Each were
printed at BSU Printing &
. Graphic"Servi'tes. Each copy of
the limited edition sells for 97
cents.
CHOW NOW DRIVE INN
1905Broad\'/~V 1273 S. Orchard
Three-day rodeo
slated
The Rodeo Club of Boise State '
University will sponsor a three
day rodeo meet April 21-23 at'
J.R. Simplot Stadium, Caldwell.
Thirteen rodeo teams from
schools in Utah and Idaho will
participate in nine events April
21 and 22 at 7:30 pm and April
23 at 1 pm.
Men's events will include
bareback riding, saddle bronc, ,
calf roping, team roping, steer
wrestling and bull riding, while
. women will compete in goat
tying, breakaway roping ..and
barrel racing.
Raph Stephans is stock con-
tractor for the rodeo, with
Kenny Hansen announcer and
Lyle Buhler. clown..
Family tickets will be sold for
$7,00; adults, $2.50; and, stu- ,
~ents,s.150.
'Liberal Arts on Job
Market' topic of
conference
"Liberal Arts on the Job,
Market" will be discussed by
Idaho counselors and teachers
invited to a, conference at Boise
State University April 20 from 1
'to 4 pm at the Student Union
Building.
Speaking about job possibili-
ties for liberal arts graduates
will be Mrs. Janet Hay, Idaho
State Board of Education; John
Arnold, environmental consult-
ant and former liaison officer
and management coordinator of
the U.S. Forest Service; Dr.
Warren Vinz, Chairman of the
BSU History Department, and
Dr. Maximo J. Callao, professor
of psycholgy and counselor at
the BSU Counseling and
Testing Center.
Program coordinator Dr. Char-
Ics David Wright, BSU profess-
or of English, says, "In, the
conference small group ses-
sions, we hope to find out what
we can do to keep students,
faculty and councelors informed
about liberal arts career possibi-
lities ."
He cited a recent statement of
Donald S. MacNaughton, chair-
man and executive officer of the
Prudential Insurance Company
of America, "In my own
company headquarters, we
have approkimately 1,000
people who' were hired fOT
college graduato entry level
position. Of this group, 65
percent had degrees in the
liberal arts as compared with 35
per cent who are trained in
engineering, business admini-
stration, law ..;"
"Unfortunately,." Wright said,
"many think that the vocational
opportunities of liberal arts
graduates are narrow, sparse,
and risky. We hope to change
this view."
AClU
meeting
scheduled
for-April
The Arbiter will sponsor a
meeting of all lawyers interest-
ed in the American Civil Liberty
Union (ACLU) April 24 at 7:30 in
the Caribou Room. Students are
invited to .hear various Boise
attorneys talk on the purpose of
ACLU and how they can help if
the student or professor feels
their rights have been forfeited
somehow. -
The ACLU is a voluntary
organization .of lawyers who
assist people who are having
difficulties pertaining to their
rights;
Stacy Richards, chairman of
the 'Boise Valley Chapter of
ACL1.f'says that, in the past, his
organization has been vsry
helpful towards students, espec-
ially in the area of freedom of
speech and right to dessent.
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Calvert wonts NORML chapter organized in
Boise
phi Kappa Phi
to initiate members
The Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi will hold its initiation
of new members Tuesday, April
18, in the Nez Perce Room of the
Student Union Building. .Accor- .
ding to the Chapter's secretary-
treasuter Bill Mech, Phi Kappa
Phi "is a university
wide academic. Honor Society
accessible to students of .all
majors within the university."
The Society's primary objective .
is to recognize and encourage
outstanding students. Students
.members are selected not on I}
on the basis of grade point
average but also on the quality
of their academic programs.
Out of thirty-four students .who
will be inducted, five arc
juniors, three are graduate
students and the others arc
seniors. Ever since its
affiliation with. the national
organization of Phi Kappa Phi
the local chapter has inducted
twenty io thirty students every
year. Occasionally an honored
faculty member is chosen. This
year, student initiates chose to
recognize Dr. Eunice Wallace,
Associate Professor of English.
Dr. Wallace will address the
new members following all
introduction by Dr; Yozo
Takeda, President
Elect, and a few words from
Ellis Lamborn, President.
Other officers-
participating in the initiation
ceremony are Geneve Salove,
Vice-president, and Bill Mech,
Secretary-treasurer .. The Honor
.Society provides lifetime mem- .
bcrship for all 'rho are 'selected
. to join.
proven medical ...alue, it would
be extremely difficult for the
legislature to justify a refusaL
to pass a medicinal-use mari-
juana bill.
Several possible activities for a
Boise chapter were discussed at
last Wednesday's meeting; they
included fund raising--fiIm
showings, and concerts, educa-
tional forums on health aspects
of marijuana use, and public
opinion surveys.
An organizational meeting is
scheduled for 7:00pm, Tuesday,
April 18, in the Clearwater
Room of the Student Union
Building. Those interested, but
unable to attend, can write to
Idaho NORML, Box 3141,
Moscow, Id. 83843, or call Bob
Lilley at 385-3662.
Chicano
conference
slated forSUB
"Chicanos in Professional
Education" is the theme for this
year's Semana 'Chicana sponsor
ed on April 20 and 21 by
MEChA, BSU's Chicano stu-
dent organization. the confer-
ence, to be held in the Student
Union Building, will feature
programs and workshops in
health, education and law.
The goal· of the event,
according Q1eMEChA president
Manuel Perez, is "to dissemin-
ate information to fellow Chi--
canos as the opportunities in
professional careers as well as
the needs of' the 'Chicano
community. .. .
. The conference's highlight will
be the Seman a Chicana Ban-
quet, which- will feature enter-
tainment from the Boise as well
as the BSU community. Tickets
and programs will be available
from Margarita deSuigiyama 61t
the Student Advisory arnd
Special Services office, room
Af.-1l4. Admission to the ban-
quet will be $3.00 for adults and
$2.00 for children under 12.
state newsletter is now being
produced and distributed to
Idaho- NORML members.
Idaho NORML's immediate
objectives include organizing
chapters in all areas of the state,
expanding NORML's educa-
tional activities, and obtaining
passage of a bill allowing
physicians to legally prescribe
marijuana to certain patients
(marijuana is of proven medici-
al value in combating glaucoma ..
and as a pain reliever for
chemotherapy patients). Such
a bill has already been passed in
New Mexico, and Calvert
believes that chances are good
for passage here next year. As
the Idaho legislature has passed
a bill legalizing the prescription
of laetrile, a substance without
Since Idaho NORML was
organized last year, and Calvert
named as state coordinator,
NORML membership in Idaho
has grown from 37 to over 150
people. Most of the members
are located in the northern part
of the state, and chapters have
been organized in 'Moscow,
Couer D'Alene, Lewiston,
St. Maries, and Sandpoint.
Activities of the chapters have
thus far centered mainly around
by Chuck Bofe
Jim Calvert, Idaho Coord-
inator of the National Organiza-
tion to Reform Marijuana Laws
(NORML), visited theBSU
Campus last Wednesday.
He met with a group of
approximately twenty people
interested in starting a NORML
chapter in Boise.
Calvert, a long-time mariju-
ana-reform activist, told those at
the meeting that it's important
to establish a NORML chapter
in Boise, because Boise is both
the largest city in the state, and
the state capital. If any
important reforms are to be
accomplished, tie said, it will be
necessary to .have a well
organized group here to lobby
the state legislature.
educational and fund-raising
events such as showings of the
film "Reefer' Msdness.' The
Coeur D'Alene group is pre
sently conducting a public
opinion survey on attitudes
toward marijuana use, and legal
penalities for such use. Also, a
~.
Democrats get theirs
Jensen joins senate race
the protest has since expanded
to cover racial and sexual
discrimination, as well as Coors'
practice of forcing all prospect-
ive employees to submit to lie
detector tests at which all
manner of personal questions,
including queries about sexual
habits, political activities, and
marijuana use, are asked. I
guess that the Democrats
haven't heard about the boycott.
Or maybe they just don't care.
Finally, after a half hour of .
desultory rnaunderlngs. the
last speaker relinquished !he
microphone, much to the delight
of those' few members of .the
pre1is who were toughing it out.
Nexr up was. a would-be
folk-singer, who pro~ided back-
ground noise as the remaining
politicians r.nd JJangers-on
sloshed down their Coors. That
provided our exit cue.
With hands on our checkbooks,
we slipped into the night in
search of extremely dangerous
drugs '(beer and hard liquor).
Dwight's soapbox .. .'
Also noticeable was the sparse-
ness of the crowd. Only about
100 people attended the event,
and half of those appeared to be
candidates for office. Among
those in attendance were
Governor Evans, Roy Truby,
Stan Kress, and Ralph Harding
(who is more properly classif-
ied as being a members of the
politically undead than as a
viable candidate). The rest of
the crowd .was a motley
. assortment-vstudents, retirees,'
businessmen and women, and
up-and-coming legal sharks--
which is probably as it should be
at a function of 'a party which
attempts to' be all things to all'
people,"
by Chuck Bofe
Spring is here, the robins are
chirping, the first campaigning
politicians have appeared, and
it's time to reach for that
checkbook nowl That was the
message delivered at Dwight
Jensen's campaign kickoff, held
April 7 at 'the Basque Center.
We (Mike "Hughes and Ii
arrived about half an hour ,after
the .affair started and as we
walked.in 'the door were met
with the greeting "Cash or
check?" .delivered in a tone of
voice generally associated with
the _demand "Your money or
your life." The exchange. went
something like this:. .
Democratic" Matron: "Cash or .
Check?"
. Hughes: "Press. Where's the
eats?"
The "eats" turned out to be
popcorn. And the main attract-
ion, senatorial candidate Jen-
sen, was grinding to a close as
we entered. So, we contented
ourselves with 45 minutes of
intense observing.
The first thing we noticed was
that the sound system was
definitely Sub~Standard. the
words of the speakers caromed
'off the walls, floor, and ceiling
like billiard balls, .reducing
their statements to near gibber-.
ish. That was probably just as
well, as the few snatches which
were discernible consisted of
things like : "the upward
mobility of the Democratic .
Party .,;" ; and "I'm standing of
Cutesy signs and slogans were
prominently displayed. which
induced horrible flashbacks of .
the recent- ASB eiections.
Examples: "Roy, he's our
boy .. and "See the light for
Dwight."
Amazingly, the only brand of
beer the Demos were selling
was Coors. That's 'surprising
because the Democratic Party
normally tries ' to maintain the
pretense that, among other
things, it's the party of the
working wolman. And Coors
has long been the target of a
boycott by organized labor-or-
iginally as a result of a strike by
Brewery Workers Local 366, 'and
a subsequent attempt at union-
busting by Coors. The focus of
h ~
liook~rore
455' Main . Belgravia
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Arbiter does'
represent students
During our happy stay at the Arbiter, several of us hav~ heard
students complain that this newspaper is not student-oriented.
This viewpoint inspires reactions from mild disbelief to absolute
stupefaction in most of us. It is safe to estimate that 99.9 percent
(nobody's perfect) of the Arbiter contains items that either
directly or indirectly pertain to Boise State students. Naturally,
not every article may be of interest to every student but
remember, we're trying to .satisfy the needs of over 10,000
people, . .
The Arbiter is here for YOU. Believe us, we're certamly not
here for our financial gain. When one considers that most of the
editorial staff spends at least thirty hours a week in the office but
earns only about a dollar an hour, it appears obvious that there
must be another reason for working at the Arbiter. We have a
sincere interest in representing Boise State students and
fulfilling their needs.
Within this issue we are presenting a survey for you, the
reader, in hopes that you will respond, honestly and patiently.
Some of the questions deal with information about you, to help
us in dealing with' our advertisers and in presenting to them an
indication of what your buying priorities are -- hopefully, saving
us all money in the end. The remainder of the survey deals with
how you perceive the Arbiter and how you would like to see us.
If there is an aspect of the newspaper that really turns you
off-stell us. And please, if we do something you like, tell us that
too.
At the risk of appearing redundant, we care about your
opinion. The Arbiter Staff
Student positions need
. to be filled .
As incoming ASBSU President of higher learning.
I . have the responsibility of Student Health Advisory
appointing many Board and Board: Consists of 2 students.
committee posirions. The who are concerned with improv- .
following positions must be -ing the quality of our'student
filled: health center. '
Competency Review Board:
Utilizes two students who will
review faculty academic perfor-
mance.
Financial Aids Committee:
They decide the amount of
money distributed to depart-
ments. They also name recipi-
ents of scholarships supplied by
the university and community
alike.
Academic Standards Com-
mittee: TQis committee has a
sole concern of improving BSU
academic standards.
Personnel Selection: Is the
entity which is responsible for
interviewing applicants for all
ASB committees and related
boards; making recommendat-
tions to the ASB President. A
chairperson and 6 students
should fill this committee.
Promotion: This body recom-
mends professors applying for
promotion.
Tenure: Reviews. professor's
applications for tenure. 2
students assist in the selection
for each school.
Many more postions are
available. However due to lack
of space they will be continued .
in the next Arblter·issue.
BSU Lobby: The lobby needs
a director to coordinate all lobby
efforts as well as a lobby staff.
Lobby members shall work
closely with 'Idaho State legis-
lature as well as the State Board
" of Education.
Programs Board: This is the
., board in charge of planning all
concerts, lectures. special e-
vents, homecomlngr foreign and
classical films. A' director of
programs board oversees the
board member's activity.
Broadcast Board: The
board is responsible for being a
buffer between the student
senate and the campus radio
station (KBSU). It may also
serve an advisory capacity for
the station.
The Financial Advisory
Board: This board will need 3
students to work with the
treasurer, business manager.
. and 3 senators in review 'of the
ASBSU budget and any request
for financial assistance.
The Les Bois: Students who
wish to help with the construct-
ion of the BSU yearbook, the Les
Bois should consider joining the
Les Bois staff.
Student Relation Board: Con-
sists' of a director and 3 staff
members. They promote. all,
aspects of BSU as an institution
Sincerely,
Rob Perez
ASBSU President
Petition' explained
petition. Let me make my
position very clear. I, and I
alone, am responsible for this
CODUnUed OD page 1(1
EdItor, the Arbiter:
There bas been a great deal of
:rensationalism and mud-sling-
ing inconllectlon with my recent
rus
his c
by MIke Hughes
The picture on the front page showed him
smiling but the look conveyed by those eyes told
a different story. They appeared almost
apologetic, perhaps apprehensive about what
the folks back home would think. A public
servant, he enjoyed being recognized as an
officeholder who wasn't afraid to speak his
mind and back an unpopular cause if he
thought it involved a principle higher than the
pursuit of perpetual profits: This could. have
been one of those causes but Cecil Andrus must
run with a different crowd. these days. As
Secretary of the Interior he just blew a golden
opportunity to uphold his image and feather his
cap with a decision that would have righted past
wrongs inllicted on the small farmers of this
country. Instead Cece is content to let cynicism
abound and grind home the message of the
decade, ."a lot of things in' life aren't fair."
At the core of this controversy are the twin
sisters of agriculture, water and land. The
Interior Department became involved in the
matter when agitation and legal challenges
brought a coalition of groups into the limelight
who were interested in forcing the government
into enforcing laws on the books dealing with
the allocation of water controlled by the Federal
Bureau of Reclamation. Most people heve
heard of the 160'acre limitation imposed by law.
in 1902 and are aware of the abuses by large
agribusiness concerns who have been reaping
the 'benefits of taxpayer subsidized irrigation
for decades.' Less well known' are the
repercussions this form of legal laxity causes
the small grower and ultimately the purchaser
of foodstuffs from the grocery shelf.
To appreciate the complexity of the matter one
• must trace the evolution of the giant corporate
farms which have not only succeeded in' .
monopolizing the marketplace but have placed
the small family farms between the proverbial
rock and bard place. After World War II, the ,.
situation in rural American small towns was one
of transition. With the introduction of machines
that sowed, tilled and harvested crops
productivity rrise while at the same time
depressing the local economies of communities
'who depended on the wages of the 4leople on
the land. Machines displacedfarmworkers, the
subsequent dislocation of these folds forced
them into the cities, farming became a capital
intensive enterprise and the .only players were
those entities whorcould" cover the escalating
costs. Whereas the family farmer was able to
eke out a meager existence on SO to 250 acres,
.the costs of mechanized agriculture required
ever larger areas under cultivation, bigger
machines and less fluctuation in the
marketplace. Hence the beginnings of "vertical
lS)1idl~oArbiter
I
m"gO.'(;h""" eornpanies sought to
control not only the producing of the crop but
the packaging and marketing as well. As years
went by the government did nothing to control
this trend and today the top 15 percent of farms
own 70 percent of the farmland, according to
the U.S. Statistical Abstract. Further studies
showed that instead of making food available at
a .cheap price to the cities located in an
agricultural belt, these large concerns used
their truck lines to transport the harvest to their
warehouses, then to the same compames (or a
subsidiary) packaging plant, back on a truck
and off to the supermarket where the same
company will receive another cut off the top of
the selling price in compen~ation for their
interest in the chain. Proponentsofthis form of
operation boast of the product selection
available to the American shopper never
alluding to the costs entailed by this method of
doing business.
'.,
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Onward marched the corporate farmers. As
profits from the production of food were only
outpaced by those of the petrochemical industry
things appeared rosy. Even though the
operational costs of these comp~nies far
exceeded those of the smaller enterprises, the
giants secured another ally to offset their
inefficient ways. Through the use of
government subsidies, available to all farmers,
the large landowners used their areas held out
of production, and the taxpayers' money it.
generated, to make food' scarcer than it would
have been if more competitlon existed. Since
the 1930's Uncle Sam has doled out 48 billion
dollars to the largest agricultural entities. This
in itself couldn't' curtail the ever increasing
overhead so the practice of ignoring the law
with respect to federal water became
commonplace.
The normal strain of inflation, which the
average guy had to learn to live with, had no
effect on the giant food producers -until the
present decade when the Arab nations tilted the
pendulum and caused disruptive repercussions
in the profits picture. Large farms were.
addicted to petrochemically derived fertilizers,
fuel for farm machines followed the price of
'gasoline and skyrocketed and the easy. chair
. hayseeds were in trouble. Of course food prices
'would go up, but at a certain saturation point,
the buyer would most likely alter his
consumption petterns as decreased earnings
would make essentials" the primary purchase
with the frill items, so important to profits, a
secondary purchase. With the" oil situation
hampering' all aspects of the food monopoly,
farm susbidies cut back and mounting
continued on page 6
PHOTO BUREAU: Ron Ferguson, Dick Selby,
.Patti Quong, Rob Williams, Andra Douglas
Established, May 1968, the ARBITER is a
weekly publication of the Associated Students
of Boise State University.
Articles and letters to the editor must be
submitted to the ARBITER office prior to 5pm
the Thursday before each publication, must be
typewritten and must bear a legible signature.
Letters mWlt be limited to 350 words. .
The ARBfi'ER reserves the rigtlt to edit for libel ,
and taste. The ARBITER will not be responsible
for unsolicited material.
Opinions expressed in the ARBITER are those
of the author and not necessarily those of the
ARBITER staff, the Student Administration or
the University Administration. .
The ARBITER is'a member of and subscrihedo
COllege Press Service, COllegiate Hedlines and
United Features Syndicate.
The offices of the ARBITER are located on the
second .floor of the Student Union. .Building.
Boise State University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise. ro.,83725.
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tbitTh t 23. Rate the following sectionsof the Arbiter. don'teIC. good adequate poor care
00000
00000o 0 000
00000o 0 0 0 0
00000
News coverage: up-to-dateness
completeness
faimess
significance
information value
overall
•IS t.
Please take 15minutes to fill out this surveyso we can:
-Gaugethe content to your interests and .•.
-Ietthe Arbiter advertisers know our market .
present their product, and hopefully save yo~money.......... aha ad····'············· ~,........................................................... .
W en tone,just tear out this page
and take it to any of these locations:
New sciencebuilding room 105 .' . Yo-Techbuilding roomi ..4
Old sclttncebuilding room 119 . . SUD Info booth.
Liberal Arts building room 102 Chaffee Hall main desk
Businessbuilding room 1i7 _ Towers main desk
L1brar}!main desk· DriscollHall main desk
Music-Dramabuilding room 122 MorrisonHall main desk
5r
00000
00000o 0 0 0 0
00000
00000
Features: interest
depth
range of topics
appeal
overall
Opinion and' letters section:
analysis
faimess
diversity
openness
stimulation of thought
overall
o 0
o ·0o 0o 0o 0o 0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
n o 0
o 0o 0o 0
D
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Sports: completeness
interest
balance of coverage
overall o 0o 0o 0o 0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Miscellaneous: visual quality
arrangement and organization
photos and graphics
cartoon page
o
o
o
o·····p·I~~~·~·b;;~;·~·ith·~·~~·th;;~e·;;;re·a·iot·of·iIiYngsto·be·co·nsicJe·re·;J···
in putting toqerher a newspaper.
24. How interested are you in
seeing each of the following
types of articles in the AriJlter? StrongInterest
Campus organization coverage 0
Campus events coverage 0
Student government coverage 0
Administration affairs coverage 0
Academic affairs coverage 0
State Board of. Education 0
Local (outside BSU) events 0
Local govemment 0
state govemment l;J
Nationwide 0
International ' 0
On-campus personalities ,f 0
Off-campus personalities . 0
Book reviews 0
Music reviews 0
Film and theatre reviews G
Focus-on-event features' 0
Intramural sports' 0
"Major" sports '. ,0
"Minof" sports 0
League-wide sports coverage 0
nationwide college .sports ,: 0
Editorial analysis 0
Opinion. columns 0
Light features (cartoons, horos- 0
copes, crossword puzzles, photo
features, trivia columns, etc.)
17. A) Do you have
B) Are you interested in having
any of the following? {check as
many as apply)
Uttle
Interellt
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0'
o
o
o
o
'0
o
o
o
o
o
10. Do you think the Arbiter
should be published more than
once a week? yes 0
noD
Not
Int.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
d
o
o
o
O.
q,
o
o
o
o
o
Some
Interest
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
oo
o
o
o
o
o
o
'0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1. Are you:
BSU student
Freshman 0
Sophomore 0
Junior 0
Senior 0
Graduate 0
Faculty/ Administrator/Staff 0
Alumnus' . 0
None of Above 0
A B
Checking account 0 0
Savings account 0 0
Master Charge ·0 0
Visa/Bankamericard 0 0
Gas charge card(s) . 0 0
Other cards: 0 0
11. Do you subscribe to the
Idaho Statesman? yes 0
noD
12. Do you regularly read the
StateamlUl on: Sunday 0
Monday 0
Tuesday.D
Wednesday 0
Thursday 0 .
Friday 0
. _ Saturday 0
18. What is your overall'
. impression of the quality of the
Arbiter? ,
2.' Age: _ (check as
many as
apply)o
o
o
o
Male
Female
Married-
Single
How man~ children? _
3. Do you .live:
13. Do you shop:
downtown o·
.on Broadway A"ve..0
on Vista Ave. 0
'on Overland Road 0
on Fairview Ave. 0
at Karcher Mall 0
Other' 0
. .
19. Wh~t else do you feel cduld
improve the Arbiter's service to
B5m
On campus 0
Off campus with parents 0
Off campus without parents 0'
14. Do you drink beer 0
wineD
hard liquor 0
4. Hew long have you lived in
Boise? (if applicable only)
20. What, if anything, do you
feel should not be presented in
the AriJlter?
Do you live in:
North Boise 1m
West Boise . 0
East Boise 0
South Boise 0
How long have you '.lived fu
Idaho? _
15. Do you have a home
vegetable garden? yes 0
noD
25; Do you
A) own
or plan on purchasing or financing within
B) 6 months
C) 1 year
D) 3-5 years
E) 5-20 years
the following items:
New car
Used car
Color TV
Black and white TV
Stereo
10-~peed bicycle
Downhill skiing equpt.
Cross-country ski equpt.
Backpacking equpt.
Hang glider
Canoe
35mm camera
Darkroom equpt.
Tennis equpt.
Golf equpt.
Other recreational equpt.
Recreational club membership
Home
Mobile home
'Waterbed
Kitchen appliances
Other furniture sets
Household utensils
Musicailnstruments
163. How often do you travel
outside Boise in an academic
season? 1~3times 0
4-6 times EJ
7or more times 0 Eo
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
[]
o
[]
o
o
o
1;1
o
o
o
o
D
n
o
o
o
o
o
'0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
c
o
o
o
o
o
o
tJ
o
o
[J
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
u
B,
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
5. Occupation? ___ A
O.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
,,0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
21. If you could change the
name of the AriJlter, what '
name would you choose? ~
Occupational goal/Major? b. How do you travel?
airplane 0
Amtrak 0
busO
car or motorcycle 0
6. Annual income?
o
o
o
o
o
o
Less than 511000
51,000-2000
52,000-4000
$4,000-8000
58,000-12,000
512,ooo-uP
.22. About how much do you SIOOor
spend monthly on: 55 SilO 520 $35 550 $75 more
Groceries 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dining out [] 0 0 0 0 0 0
Movies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Qothes 0 0 0 Cl 0 0 0
Recreation (skiing; backpllck-
ing, bicycling, etc.) 0 0 0 D 0 0 0
ReCords & tapes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Alcoholic beverages 0 0 [] 0 0 0 0
Theatre, drama [] 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hair styling 0 0 0 0 [l 0 0
Tavems . 0 0 0 0 L ~
Sheet music / supplies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Art & drafting supplies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Photographic supplies 0 0 0 [] 0 0 0, ....
7. How often do you read the
Arbiter?
Weekly 0
1-3 times a month ' 0
.Seldom 0
8. Is it easy to find the Arbiter
when pUblished? Yes 0
NoD
9. Where do you pick it up most'
often? *Thanks f<;>ryourpatience 1*
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cont from page 4
crops planted, shippers, and
markets; The giants have been
using this practice for years,
only now offering an employee a
deed to 640. acres with possibil-
ities of leasing another 320 is
bound to find loads of willing
company men who will accept
just to have their own chunk of
earth, regardless of the attend-
ant dangers of high capital
pressures. Thanks to the
benevolence of the rich on
welfare, a new generation of
here? It might be worth a try to
tell your congressmen to put
some teeth in the bill and open a
few doors for the small-fry. As
for Cecil, well, .I've got some
greasepaint, if some aspiring
farmer could dig out a pair of
baggy pants and some oversized
shoes, I'll throw in the cost of a
rubber nose, and a fright-wig,
make the effort to wrap all the
items and send them off to Mr.
Secretary with a note iwelcoming
him to the Washington circus.
cessary soil additives and gas
for farm machinery without
tying into the domineering
methods ofthe corporate model.
With irrigation from a federal
project to help save money, the
small-timer might have a
chance. But, thanks to Cece,
this scenario still chums in the
brain of the hired hand. kicking
stones down the road.
bankrupt tillers is entirely
possible.
consumer unrest over rising
prices, the last
things the big outfits needed
was a legal imbroglio over B of
R water. Surely something
could be worked out if dear old
Uncle would lift them into his
lap and bail out agribusiness
one more time.
So Secretary Andrus proposes
to raise the limit of land
authorized for federal water to
960 acres, an amount that will
exempt all but a few giants from
divestiture. Corporations will
still be allowed to set up faithful
employees on a federally irri-
gated tract while controlling the
decisions as to fertilizers used,.
The people who opposed
agribusiness concerns wanted a
chance to implement smaller
scaled approaches to agriculture
that would have produced close
to the same yields without the
heavy reliance on high priced
equipment, fuels and fertilizers.
A family on a farm they can
manage would be able to
produce, on location, the ne-
Where do advocates of a
different approach go from-
Music week schedule listed
production technicians of every
age--are all Treasure Valley .
citizens. The free, reserved seat
tickets were made. available
through coupons to be clipped
from the Idaho Statesman,
Sunday, April 1,6. Ticket
holders must be seated by 7:50.
After that time, the auditorium
will be open to seat non-ticket
holders.
New to the program of events
and free to the public, . BOISE
MUSIC WEEK presents
BALLET WEST from Utah. The
well-known dancers will per-
form Saturday, April 29 at 8:15
at Boise State University Gym-
nasium. Lloyd. Carlton is the
coordinator.
ish; St. John's Guitar Mass; St.
Paul's Missionary Baptist Gos-
pel music with ages six' to
twenty-nine. Congregational
singing offavorite hymns will be
led ~by Loren Basler, Sr.,
accompanied by his wife,
Evelyn. .
"Annie Get Your Gun," the
story of the legendary marks-
manship of Annie Oakley, will
be performed in the Capital
High School auditorium Mon-
day, May 1 through Saturday,
May 6 at 8:00. Directed by
Vaughn Price, "Annie" is a
show the entire family will
enjoy. The colorful musical'
performers-volunteer vocalists,
actors, dancers, musicians, and
in the BAND SHELL AREA OF
JULIA DAVIS PARK, 12:00
until 5:00. Dorothy Mousetis,
Chairman, said there will be
continuous entertainment by
singing, dancing and instru-
mental groups of all ages.
Concession foods' will be avail-
able and free parking in the SBU
stadium parking area, close to
the Bob Gibb footbridge leading
to the park.
A variety of religious groups
will be featured in the tradi-
tional Church Night, Sunday,
April 30, presentation at the
Cathedral of the Rockies at 8:00.
Ona Basler is the chairman and
coordinator of this event. On
the program will be the
fifty-voice choir of the First
Church of the Nazarene; St.
Pauls's Catholic Spanish Choir
from Nampa, singing in Span-
The 60th anniversary of
BOISE MUSIC WEEK will be
celebrated throughout the valley
beginning Friday, April 28 and
continuing until Saturday, May
6. The all-free program of
events is as follows:
Observing the National
theme, "Music: Birthright of all
People," grand opening cere-
monies will be All School Night,
Friday, April 28, Howard
Freeman, Coordinator, Well
over 1,500 students from high
school, junior high school and
elementary honor bands, choirs
and orchestras will perform.
State and 'City dignitaries will
open the ceremonies in the
Capital High School gymnasium
at 8:00 p.m.
This year's Music in the Park
on Saturday, April 29, will be an
old-fashioned family outing in
Harry's Tavern
1010 Broadway
Now Open
New Management
Dancing -Remodeled
APRil SPECIAL:
Beer
Pitcher
Scott concert called hit
Scott, and guitarist Mike Miller.
Through the use of electronic
gadgets, Miller managed to
make his guitar sound very
much like a saxophone, which
.seems a bit pointless in a band
built around a saxophonist. .
.' There, were numerous prob-
lems, however, with the COIi-
cert: it was 45 minutes late
,getting started, it was held in
the SUB Ballroom rather than in
the Ada Theatre as originally
cent, 00 page 11
by Chuck Bofe
Reedman Tom Scott's concert
was a hit with the over 800'
people who attended the event,
held last Monday night in the
SUB Ballroom. Scott appeared
with ~ small combo consisting of
bass, guitar, drums and piano.'
The style of Scott's music was
the. same as when he was with
the L.A .. Express .. funk jazz. All
of the numbers played were
fairly short, and all served as
vehiclesfor extensive soloing by
!-.
1·"'···1·'·····
~.. . .}ot< •
jlO;
o
Since no two people are alike, no two haircuts should be
alike either.
We cut your hair the way it was meant to be cut - around
your personality, your Ieonrres, and your type of hair.
_ These essential ingredients, plus ourdesigners' skills, are
what makes a haircut or permanent an important part of a
customer'sown personal image.
A haircut you can collyour very own.
And just to show you what we mean, and to show you our
new salon, we are offering a free consultation, just for giVing
·usa call. -
il1lA_·~A.II·11
Ha!rdesign for those that know thedil1erence.
-33Q-9111
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Gary Snyder, Pulitzer Prizewi~ner
featur
comesto Boise
Gary Snyder, winner of the
Pulitzer Prize in 1975 for his
poetry and prose collection,
"Turtle Island," will apear in
Boise April 18 and 19 for the
Boise Readings Consortium.
Snyder will speak April 19 at
the Boise Gallery of Art and
April 18 in the Lookout Room of
the Boise State University
Student Union Building. Both
readings will be at 8:00 p.m,
and are' free to the public.
, "Turtle 'Isla'nd" involves
Snyder's vision of rediscovery of
,North, America and, in his
words, "ways by which we
might bcome- natives of the
'place, ceasing to t1~,inkand act
(after all these centuries) as,
'newcomers and invaders."
Born in 1930 in San Francisco,
Snyder grew up in the rural
Pacific Northwest. He gradu
ated froin Reed College in 1951
, with 'degrees in anthropology
, and literature, and later studied
Japanese and Chinese civiljza-
tion at Berkeley; returning there
to teach in the' English
Department.
Throughout these years, Sny-
der worked at various outdoor
jobs-vas a seaman, as a lookout
in Mt. Baker National "Forest , as
a choker setter for a logging
company, on a trail crew at
Yosemite National park. These
experiences are integrally re-
flected in such works as
"Riprap" and "Myths and
Tests."
"I've come to realize that the
rhythms of my poems follow
the rhythm of the physical work
I'm doing and the life I'm
leading at any given time--
which makes the music in my
head which creates the line," he
remarks.
After participating in the San
Francisco revival, the beginning
of the beat poetry movement,
with Ginsberg, Whalen. .Rcx-
roth and McClure, Snyder went
to Japan in 1955, where he
stayed for 18 months, living in a
Zen Monastery. In 1958, he
joined the tanker "Sappa
Creek" and traveled around the
world. In early 1959, he again
returned to Japan where, apart
from six months in India, he
studied Kyoto under Oda Sesso '
Roshi, the Zen master and Head
Abbot of Daitoku-Ji. •He has
spent further time in Japan on a
Bollingen Research Grant. In
1969, he-received a Guggen-
heim grant and toured the
Southwestern United States,
visiting various Indian tribes.
In 1970" with his Japanese
wife, Masa, Gary Snyder began
building a house and assem-
bling a commune in the foothills
of the Sierra Nevadas where he
.now lives.
Snyder is the author of
"Riprap," '1959; "Myths and
Texts," 1960; "Riprap and Cold
Mountain Poems," 1965; and
the following New Directions
,books-- '.'the -Back Country,"
1968; "Earth House Hold,"
1969 (esaysand, journals),
"Regarding Wave," 1970, and
"Turtle Island," 1974. A new
edition of "Myths and Texts"
Academy Award
documentary
to show
"Hearts and Minds" winner of
the Academy Award for best
documentary feature of 1974,
will be shown at no cost to the
student on April 20 in the
Boisean Lounge, of the SUB.
The film "gives a side of the
Vietnam War that I'm sure most
people have not seen," says
Michael McNeil, who has been
the main instigator in obtaining
the film.
contlnned page 11
'Gong Show' is a
bang-up affair
by Bnd Hnmphrey and electronic rhythm section of
It was a sorry day for those Lee Savell, who won the
who, alas, were not deemed last-minute playoff with Mike
worthy of continuation, and McNeil, rock and- roll piano
were therefore given that pounder and singer. Third place
severest of perfunctory hum ilia- went to Sonja Steiner, another
tions: the gong. But the rewards in a continuing series of the
were indeed fruitful for those singer/guitarist so proliferated
who survived the' gong and in the program. ' ,
gained the relative esteem of Judges on the esteemed Gong
those who held the ever-threat- Show panel were Fred Norman,
ening hammers. SUB director and itinerant
The second annual Gong Show, hammer swinger; Dr. David
sponsored by Driscoll Hall, Taylor, vice-president for stu-
was a bang-up affair, replete dent affairts and part-time buck
with appearances by Gene, the -passer (never would admit to
Dancing Machine and the hitting that gong); and John
Unknown Comic, and of course Williams, diesel instructor and
the unstoppable Jerome Servat- low man on the scoring pole.
ius at the mike. The acts ranged
from the ridiculous (a mouth
and leg-slapping duet) to the
sublime (a sorority dancing
acto-that got gonged), but sadly
there were practically n 0
throwaway acts, which were
often the most entertaining part
of the show--remember the
dancing eggs last year?
Top act in the 'show last
Tuesday was the voice, guitar
will be published this spring.
Snyder's appearance in the
Consortium. series is sponsored
by the BSU Department of
English, Boise" Gallery of Art,
Boise Independent Schools Dis-
trict, The Book Shop, Idaho
Hertiage and the National.
Endowment for the Arts.
<JNATURAl-
VITAMINS
THEANEST
TOTALLY NATURAL
VITAMINS AND
FOODSUPPLEMENTS
IN THE WORLD
COMPLETE LINE
Weeks Distributilg Co.
912 N~8th.
Boise.l~aho 342-0501
.TERMPAPER MATERIAL
BOOKS- NOTES and other'raretjes
, ' -
DOC'S BOOK &HOBBY FARM
826 -Main St. (Old Alexander Bid.)
Mon-Sat 10:30am;.6:00pm
COME ON IN & BROWSE AROUND
,--'
- ......" _."..-~*,..~ _, ~ , _.-.~""
.'
.Left: Victor Malafronte displays -the precise mldIDgbt frisbee balanelng technique that helped him win the
world FrIsbee champlon'lhlp this year. Above: the hoop, through which many competitors attempted to tOS8
a. frisbee from dozens of feet away.
PhotosbyRobert Williams -
Gocndthe
plac.g()e~
frisbees@oe
.. Above left: An Intense compet-
Itor prepares to put a frisbee
through the hoop In order to win
some n!ftyglft ,'or trinket.'
Above: a bystander tries his
finger lit balancing a, whirling
disc In mldIDght. Left: the
ever-popular AKA picnic at the
end of the Spring Special Events
Week, where hundreds of
frisbees were tossed Into the
crowd for any takers.
The week, sponsored by the
Programs Board, featured not
only a frisbee fest and the
picnic, but also a concert by jazz
saXlst Tom Seott [see review
page 6], a- croquet toumey, a
pinball competition, 'a Gong
Show [see story page 7],
b~lIdlng repelling, pinochle
..hI-Jlnks, a ralnY woodo outing,
.and an assortment' of l.lpeclnJ
fllms.
mrs sr"'- ••••.• «0 -. -«
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Above: Ken Sam and Rod Pearsall walk It off after Pearsall's 200m win.
The Seaside, Oregon junior had victories In the 200 and 400, and was
part ofthe 4 X 110 team. Below: Ken Sam-anchors a record-setting
4 X 110 relay team.
PhotosbyPatti Quong
,', ..• ', .• Y· . ..;,,·,·, .
Above: MIke Henry snares the 800m tape for a BSU win. Below: Connie Taylor [left] duels with ISU's Lori
Lovel In the 220.yard event.
Tt ck t
St~ty PQ9fi ~:)
II-I
April 15
AM f 'II ¥ ee
"'##5 Photos·by!\on Ferguson
f£; .~!!ir'.!~
Above: "One more comment about ~y mother
Mickey Marchello. Right: Bronco shortstop Dale
be eating this batl" seemingly warns Bronco
makes Ilspectncularcntch In-shallow left field.
,DS
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petition
petition and, this being the
case, lam distressed to see
what has been done with and to
it.
The only connection Mr.
.Martindale had with this petit-
ion was to take some copies lind
pass them around to help me
gather signatures. He called me
at home one evening to inform
me that he was about to be
interviewed and, to my discred-
it, I said nothing. In this, and
subsequent interviews, Mr.
Martindale made statements
that do not represent my
feelings, nor the reason I began
, the petition. He has the right to
express his thoughts and ideas,
but I am sorry they were taken
as the motivating factor behind
the petition.
My sole reason for circulating
the petition was clearly stated
on each copy; the methods used
by Mike, Hoffman and the
Student Senate in conducting
their survey was biased and
unprofessional. They are sup-
posed to represent all students
on campus, not just those that
favor the pavilion andlor the fee
increase. As soon as it became
clear that there was a decided
split in sentiment, they should
no longer have used their offices
and prestige in the role of
advocate, but, instead, reverted
to a neutral postion. I contend
that, because of this, their
opinion survey was ,lnvaliil. The
general ballot was, in my
opinion, conducted in a proper
manner, but the results were
hardly conclusive. Past surveys
have shown a negative feeling
on the part of students towards
a fee increase but these are
described as "inadequate" by
Patrick Thomason. I would like
to know the difference between
those surveys and the most
recent one, other than the fact
that the recent survey, biased as
it was, showed a favorable
PROFESSIONAL STEREO REPAIR
WALT
GRAYBEAL 344·1841
1016 BROADWAY
f
response. Why were the pre-
sentations shown ·Iargely in
freshman classes? These are
questions ,that need to be
answered. '
I, too, resent the attack made
by Mr. Martindale on Mike
Hoffman because I feel that he
has performed very well in his
office, although I must reserve
my opinion about the Student
Senate. '
I admit to Mr. Thomason's
charge of apathy and, like him, I
feel a majority of the students
fall in this category. The student
body officers, as well as the
students, should do all in their
power to overcome this attitude,
but should not try to influence it
towards a certain objective, as I
feel has been done towards the
fee increase. It does not matter
how you vote as long as you do,
vote, it the positive as well as
the negative aspects of the issue
are clearly represented.
In the case of the pavilion,
lets find out who will be using it
and for what reasons. If other
groups outside of the student
community have plans for its
use we should know this and
approach them for funds, as we
should most surely do with the
State of Idaho.
Above all else, it is time for
the mud-slinging on the part of
both factions to stop. We should
unite our efforts' to gain the
knowledge that will help us
reach an intelligent, fair decis-
ion. . C
Donald L. onstantine
Planned Parenthood
... . \
has manyJacets
by Mary Struhs with a qualified counselor. If she
Seven years ago it began as a should elect to have an abortion,
referral service with just a desk Planned Parenthood will act as a
and a telephone in the bel frey of referral service' directing her to
St. Michael's Episcopal Cathe- reputable and qualified physi-
drat. Today, Planned Parent- cians. In regard to the abortion
hood, 'located at 214 E. issue, the organization, is
Jefferson, is an efficient, "pro-freedom of choice." Mary
fully-staffed organization which Mclfaley, clinic director and
functions in a large, sprawling registered nurse, commented,
two-story house. "We support a woman in
The national, non-profit agency whatever decision she makes."
offers a variety of services to If she wishes, a woman may
both married and unmarried receive follow-up counseling
men and women with the main after she has had an abortion.
purpose being to provide Planned Parenthood also acts
education to the community as a referral agency for
about family planning and pre-natal care, infertility diffi-
population problems. One of the culties, adoption, genetic eoun-
more widely-used services pro- seling a~d venereal disease.
, vided by Idaho's only Planned All services at P1an.ned ~arent-
Parenthood is the contraceptive hood are. con?d~nttal. WIth. no
clinic presented' on. Mondays lower age limit stipulation,
and Wednesdays, which includ- According to Mcllaley, Idaho
es a physical examination, in law does not requIre. parental
addition to classes on the consent for any medical care
reproductive process. The pros involved in family planning,
and cons of· different birth' regardless of age [this includes
'control methods are discussed abortion).
during the classes. Said McHaley, "We encourage
, communication with parents but
Problem pregnancy counseling we respect people's privacy."
is also available to the unmar- Fees are negotiable and are
ried woman who suspects that based upon a sliding income
she is pregnant and needs scale.' Planned Parenthood pro-
verifaction through a pregnancy vides physical examinations at
test. If the results are positive, no cost to persons with no or
the woman has the option of little income through a grant
discussing different alternatives .eontlaued page 11
zm n
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'Robust laughter' expected
response to play
Robust laughter is the ex-
pected response to the Boise
State University Theatre Arts
Department's production of "A
Flea in Her Ear" by George
Feydear. The French farce,
which plays May 3-6 in the
Special Events Center, has kept
audiences guffawing since it
first wowed Paris in 1907, but
there might also be a bit of
gaping wonder at the now-
vanished style of life it reveals.
A Flea in Her Ear," now in
its second week of rehearsal,
will be presented to the
accompaniment of the hurriedly
slammed doors, scurried con
cealments and ludicrous ex-
planations for being found in the
wrong place atthe wrong time.
Nan Harms (Yvonne Chandel)'
is at the center of the rowdy
action; as the lady who gets the
flea in her, car ... an annoying
suspicion 'that her husband
because hi~' conjugal attention~
have ceased, has been going
astray. Steve, Corbet (Victor-
EmmanueIC~andcl) will be
seen as her' prim .husband,
whose ardor has cooled, to his
dismay, for psychological, not
romanticreasons. He will also
double in another role, . , that of
a porter on a disreputable hotel
whom he resembles so closely
that the respectable husband
'and the drunken porter are
always being, taken for each
other' with convulsing results.
.Ginny Langdon (Jucienne) will
appear as the "flea-bitten"
wife's best friend, and Mark "
'Keenan' (Don H~menides de
.Histangua) as her hot-blooded
'Spanish husband, with .Bobby
Jones ·(Tournel) as Vdctor
Chandel's 'best friend, which
means of course that he feels
obliged to try to seduce his
friend's wife.
Also in the cast will be Danny
Lowber (Camille) as a randy
young man with an outlandish
speech defect, Gerry Bryant
(Etienne), Diane Lingren (An-
toinette), and Mike Piccolotti
(Finache) as the misjudged
husband's butler, housekeeper
and physician. Bill Kelly (Ferail-
Ion) and Leslie Fowler (Olym-
pic) have the roles of proprietors
of the ill-famed hotel where the,
second act's rib-tickling shenan-
igans occur. Robert Bradshaw
(Baptistin) will play the decoy at
the hotel and Dan Bruch (Rugby
an English guest, along with
Carrie King (Eugenic) the maid
of the hotel. Other characters
encountered at the hotel will be
played by Mary Spence,
Terri Netz, Kathy Rundquist,
Nancy Fredericks, Wendy
Thompson, and Paul Long-
stroth.
Dr. Lauterbach is the director
guiding the slapstick action of
'" A Flea in Her Ear," and Frank
Heise is designing the two
settings of the comedy, The box
office opens April 26 and
reservations may be made by
phoning 38,5-3566 or 385·1462.
Curtain time is 8:15 pm.:
Rat
. by Mark Brough
I, Which athlete was known as
"houdini of the Hardwood"?
2. Who played the' part of
"Moondogie.' the beach 'bum
in the movie Gidget?
3. "The Funeral March of the
Marionett·es". served as whose
television theme?
4. What -was the name ~of
.• .Hopalong Cassidy's sidekick,
played by Edgar Buchanan?
5. Name two George C. Scott
films where he played a doctor.
6.. Name!'the pitcher that ended
Joe Damaggio's 56 game hitting
streak in 1941.
7. Fill in the blank to get the
name of the' girljn this song:
"Keep away from --.- --- ---."
8. What was the name of. the
Cisco Kid's television horse?
9. What was Suzanne Phesh-
ette's occupation in "Fate is the
Hunter"?
10. If you heard a radio
personality of the thirties say
"Heigh-ho, Everybodyl" to
.who would you be listening?
answers page 12
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Lightweight
Cycles
Our Specialties:
Quality Repairs
Expert Wheel Building
Touring Equipment
Clothing & Accessories
Customization
THE FRENCH BICYCLE ........
IPEU«iEOT
1975& 1977 Winner, Tour de France
~1f4III1r CI"Cl."" 'CUt crcltSrr
• Come by Shop for Flye; on Boise Cycling Club Events
• Bring Your Student Buying Power Cllrllfor Our Montbly Special
.'", .. ,. ,,, ..' ..... . -~.-.. ,
> Sa'vp Up to 40~/oon Big Boy's AlI·Ti~e Favorites
Now 2 for the combined. price of $2.99 (wtth.coupcnl -
~~ __ ~••• ~ ~_NE~_g
PATTY g B
ELT I BOYCOMBOI COMBO
Salad & Fries .1 . Salad & Fries
for J II A $3.60 Value for)
!!' 1_ Present thiS coupon at any 01the "
nft -g.. participating Big Boy Family Restaurants .$ 9ft 'g
::JI ::;P *. in your area and receive 2 Bjg Boy ~ *
~ I!!liI Combos lor only $2.99. ~
~Ii Olfergood thru May 7:1978. (One coupon per visu.) ~ouor cooo tnru May 7.1978. (One coupon per visit.)__~_~_R ~__~__~~_~~
SWISS I BREAK ...
BOY I FAST
COMBOII SPECIAL
Salad & Fries 1m 3 Pancakes,
•... ' .... 1 egg, Bacon
A $4.90 Value ~. A $4.40 Value or Sausage
to r -2 II Present this coupon at any altha
!!' III participating Big Boy Family Restau- 10II'"ft9' 1. rantsin your area and receive 2
~ -g (I Breaklasts lor only $2.99. $ 99
- . Oller good thru May 7, 1978.
Ol!er good thru May 7. 1978. (One coupon per visit.) ~., ' (Ot;le taupon per visit.) •...._..~_.._._._ ..
meBOY FAMILVRESTAURANTS -
500 SouthCapitol Blvd.'
1921 Caldwell Blvd.
Parent
hood ..
_c_o_n_c_e_rt JI-----...;..------
con't from p. 6 attending the concert, though,
didn't seem to mind. Switched
sites, crowding, heat-vit didn't
matter.
Decent jazz groups come to
Boise so seldomly that people
will put up with almost anything
in order to hear them.
The Programs Board deserves
a word of thanks for bringing
Scott to. BSU. The problems at
the concert were not their fault.
Here's hoping that the Board
decides to bring more jazz
groups of Tom Scott's caliber to
BSU.
con't
:rom p, 10
from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
The employees at Planned
Parenthood believe that the
community may have a different
impression of the agency than
they feel is actually the case.
"People find us threatening,
but we're not," McHaley
remarked. "We're humane here
with an informal atmosphere
that is very comfortable ... not
at all sterile and, cold. We're
concerned with people's feel-
ings."
Sponsored by the Sociology
Club and financed by Soceital
and Urban Studies, the Military
Science Department, the Com-
munications Department and
the Social Work Department,
"Hearts and Minds" is an
exploration of the American
psyche and a look at cherished
ideals in conflict with reality.
A $4.90 Value
Present this coupon at any at the
parlicipaling Big Boy Family Restaurants $
in your area and receive 2 Pally
Mell Combos tor only $2.99.
Present Ihis coupon at arty 01 the
participating Big BO.Y Family Restaura:nts$
In your area and receive 2 Swiss Boy
Combos lor $2.99.
crowded and stifling hot.
According to Bill Kassis, Pro-
grams Board Chairman, the
reason for the switch was that
Scott's manager would not
permit him to appear at the
Ada; modifications had been
made tothe stage of the Ada to
permit Scott's group to perform,
but his manager did not feel that
the modifications were
adequate.
And, Scott only played for an
hour and fifteen minutes. Those
Walt Rostow, Clark Clifford,
General William Westmoreland
and other U.S. policy makers
are interviewed, as are Vietnam
leaders.
McNeil saw "Hearts and
Minds" two years ago when it
was shown as a foeign film at
~SU and was so impressed, by
~
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TRAVELING LIGHT
r th
by Sally Thomas
The shadowy street is deserted
as tlte lone car pulls up to the
curb. Only the sound of the wind
blowing through the broken,
vacant windows of the deserted
building across the street greets
you as you walk across the chilly
sidewalk and up the cold,
marble steps.
As though to warn, the heavy
doors protest your entrance,
resistingall efforts to open them
until the very last moment when
they SUddenly swing wide
without sound thrusting you into
the lobby. Creaking and crying
as if in pain, the doors slowly
close, cutting off any thoughts
of a' quick escape.
Alone. The distant whine of the
wind combines with the mean-
ingless hum ofthe hostile lights
to emphasize the emptiness
around you. But are you really
alone? What was that noise?
Did you see a shadow moving
behind the glass paneled door to
your right? Transfixed, you
stand without breathing. . .
Nothing. It was only your
imagination. Shakily, you laugh
and walk across the lobby, your
heels echoing harshly in the
stark emptiness.
They can hear you--if they're
here. They can hear you coming
toward them, moving closer,
closer, past recessed doorways
where they could be flattened
against the wall ... waiting for
you to walk by.
The long corridor looms ahead,
flanked on both sides with doors
and, windows that' watch and
listen and know. "Is anybody
here?" Only the echoes answer:
mocking, deriding, breathing.
A footstep? You whirl around.
Noone. The sound of your own
heart grows and moves and fills
your ears. "Stop! Stop, so I can
hear. " Flattened against the
wall of boxes, centuries pass,
but no one comes.
Aware somehow that someone
is watching, you silently, slowly
tum your head. Eyes I Eyesl
Everywhere' eyesl Staring,
smirking, watching. Your chest
becomes tight, you clench your
sweaty hands. It's only the
glass-fronted boxes. you tell
yourself. But is, it? Your mind
asks, "Who lurks behind those
wL'ldows? What do they want?"-~~
~
.. 'AFTER
. NIGH:r
.•.. ~.~~~;~:.
, . 9~ Friday 4/21
Saturday 4/22
TICKETS 11:30· SHQWTIME 12:00
'''''.';IJn1~!!S ===
~... -__ and a miIion buc:klls, IJdwm'
'~'I$HAHWr~WALTEII ~'AT11IAU
[i'l}]
DAILY AT 7:30 &: 9:45
SAT. &: SUN. FROM 12:45
DAILy AT 7:45 &: 10:00
SAT. &: SUN. FROM 1:00
The most elICiting rescue
adventure ever filmed.
I
(.IILlY l~j\J).Jv,
CHARl!~!lff\T,~~ ,
DAVID CARRAOINE STACY KEACH . ~
PLUS
"ROLLERCOASTER"
~TARTS FRIDAY! ,
RRI.~
,t BEST ACfonA WCHARD DRmFUSS
OPEN 7:15
SHOW 8:00
PLUS "GUMBALL RALLY"
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descends. Have they come up spine, you start across the
behind you while you wrestled menacing lobby, your heels
,with the glass-eyed box? Are beating rapidly, loudly against
they even now waiting for you to the unyielding marble, keeping
tum? time to your wildly beating
Gathering your last ounce of heart, thumping against your
courage, you turn. The way is throat.
clear. They've not discovered Only a few steps to go. Pushing
you yet. Trying to remain calm, open the heavy glass doors as
you carefully retrace your steps. they attempt to block your way ..
Whispering together under the you run out of the building.
maddening hum of the lights, down the great stone steps, and
the hard eyes of the windows across the deserted sidewalk.
watch you walk away. Will they Frantically, you fumble with the
let you go free? One more tum key, unlock the. door, and
to make. 0 god! Have they scramble mad,ly into the safety
waited 'til now? Waited until of your very own car. The dock
freedom was just in sight? strikes 10:00 p.m, as you drive
Mouth dry, sweat pouring down hurriedly away from the sha-
your sides, you turn the comer. dowy, sinister Borah Post
No one! Shivers rippling your Office.
Public is being
.educcted
eat while blindfolded, watch
soundless TV, walk on crutches,
maneuver a, wheelchair and
generally simulate the condltlon ,
a handicapped person must live
with daily.
Project coordinator Susan
Bookbinder says, "The point of
the new law' isn't simply to bring
, the disabled child into the
educational mainstream,' but.
also into the social mainstream,
But it is unreasonable to expect
normal children to. be .. helpful
and to' be good friends when no
one has dealt with their
questions or" feelings ab'out
handicapped people."
" ....... can you play basketball
with crutches? ..... does a deaf
person feel lonely 'ina crowd?
..... do his hands get tired from
talking? ..... what does someone
who is blind really see? ..... "
these are some of the questions
vital to children.
Within the next month or two
"most Public Broadcasting sta-
tions will be airing "Feeling
Free." This is a six part
production which is aimed at
.' complimenting such projects as
the one in Rhode Island. The
program will try to bring young
children into the lives of five
handicapped children and intro-
duce them to the psychological
as well as the physical handi-
caps endured by these children.
Printed classroom 'materials
to be used in conjunction with
view-ing 'Feeling Free" have
been made available to teach-
ers. For information on
: ordering write: HUMAN
, POLICY PRESS, 216 Ostrom
. Ave., Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.
Education of the young to
enable them to accept those who
are a little different from
themselves is a good and
wonderful thing. But what are '
we going to do about the
.(allegedly) adult portion of our
population?
How many members of the
mature (1) percentage of our
country will bother to watch
"Feeling F~e?" AndriC those,
how many will apply those
principles to their. own under-
standing and. communication
with the handicapped around
us? ..
Well,maybe you ,i~reright ......
we shall see. '
DUS'tIN
HOFFMAN
"STRAIGHT
TIME".
DAILY AT 7:15 & 9:30
SAT. &: SUN. FROM 12:30. - .
70St overtone rd.
PLUS
"CAR WASH"
STARTS FRIDAY!
Desperately, with a mighty
burst of frenzied effort, you
lunge toward the last comer.
Are they there? Is this the place
where they've been waiting for
,you? Screaming in fear, you
thrust yourself into the alcove.
The empty walls, lined with
their ~ocking glass eyes, echo
your scream.
Trembling, you hastily fit the .
key into the lock, praying to see
neither man nor beast once the
. protective glass is opened,
exposing 'you to whatever waits
in silence. The white envelopes.
spill into your hand. "Careful,
don't drop them. It would delay
your flight into freedom." Ab,
freedom. Freedom and safety,
how good it sounds. Will you
live to make it? The box is
empty, you slam the window
shut, fear pumping through
your chest with every heartbeat.
The window flies open' again.
Horrors! Has it begun? Will a
hand come flying through the
darkened space to dutch' at your
throat? No. It's only the key.
The key is stuck in the lock.
Twisting, pulling, you finally
jerk it free and Ii new terror
Answers
to
Trivia Rat
'1. Bob Cousy.
.2. James Darren.
3. Alfred Hitchcock.
4. Red Connors ..
S.The Hospital and Petulia.
6. AI Smith, Cleveland,
·7. "--- --- --- Run Around Sue."
8. Diablo .•
9. ~tewardes§.
10. Rudy Vallee on "The
Fleishmann Hour."
•• •
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~1A1ok'atme: ;IPmstudying!"
Even when I don't have to! Maybe that's because this school
IS teaching me things I really want to know, Things I can use
right now, Like, how to make my voice more attractive. How to
use makeup more effectively, How to be poised in situations that
used to throw me into a tizzy, I might come out of this school a .
successful model, or on my way to being one, Or maybe I won't.
But for sure, I'll come out Happier with myself - and that's the
highest grade I could want.
by Jean KIng
Occassionally, our government
does something that somewhat
restores our faith in it.
Somewhere in all the furor of
international affairs, budgets
and big-dealing, our lawmakers
have found time to take a step
. towards humanizing our ~
system. It has passed legislation
aimed at admitting thousands of
handicapped children to public
schools, (P.L. 94-142) These
children have been lost In- the
limbo of special schools and
treatment centers ..
One of the biggest hurdles for
a handicapped child comes not
with his/her' admittance to
public schools, but with gaining
the acceptance of un-handi-
capped children. Rhode' Island
has instituted a pilot program to
aid in the transition of these
children , from segregated to
accepted. .
At fiveschools within the state
of Rhode Island, a one-semester
course Is offered at the'
elementary level. In this course,
the children tty to read braille,
Call now for sumrr-«
accelerated .classes
JO~~~05J;~T
fOW[;~5--~
SCHOOl Of MOO£UHQ AND PERSONJJ. ..... OVEMENT I
405 S. 6th si, Suite' 251, Boise
"I'm interested, please send more information: I
I
AGE I
------.:..--- I
"-.,.-~~~~~-STATE _
ZIP • PHONE • I- - ... -- - -. _ -,_- -.:-.J
(208) 344· 7300
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Bronco men win meet, women take 2nd
by Tate Slnlmons . the 400 meter, a meet record
An ugly rumor floated around 47.18, edging Austin and then
Bronco Stadium, that if the coming around the turn in an
weather didn't get us, surely the all-out gallop, -snaring the 200
suspense would. And by the meter in 21.45. Pearsall added
time the smoke cleared (in this yet another first, running the
case, drenching rain) the Boise second leg of the 4xll0 meter
State men's team had secured relay; the team of Marvin Reid,
the' All Idaho Track and Field Pearsall, George Ragan, and
Meet--by a hair. Ken Sam bettered the existing
Idaho State held the lead stadium record by .1 second,
through much of the meet, but finishing with 40.8.
never out of-range for Idaho and The other first for the
the Bronco's to strike; when it Bronco's came as Mike Henry
came down to the wire, BSU, on nipped Idaho's Graydon Pitilaja
the strength of Art Hawkins' in the 800 meters, coming in at
first in the Triple Jump, edged 1:53.12. The strength of BSU's
ISU by two points. The final overall point total came on
tally: BSU-70, ISU-68, Idaho-65. numerous second and third
Hawkins, 'the angular senior place finishes: Ken Sam came
from Wc'riatchee, Wash., second to the Bengals' Don
jumped 48'5',4", outdistancing Wright in the 100m. Wright
his nearest competitor by over a took the race with a 10.75, with .
foot, giving' the Broncos five Sam finishing 10.76.
points for first· place showing Karl Knapp placed second in
and the measure' needed to the 3000m steeplechase, Ragan
wrest 'the meet from the came in behind ISU's Dusty
Bengals. And it happened like Kuzman; Jeff Wilson flew 15
that all day; one team never feet for second in the pole-vault.
really walking away with the Hawkins took seconds in the
meet and even in the last event long jump with a 22'4'/1" leap,
few actually knew who was on and threw the javelin 185'6'11"
top. behind Idaho's Bill Rice.
ISU's 4x440 relay team turned The Vandals' Dirk Shirley
in a stellar performance, an- won the initial event of the day,
"chored by two-time Big Sky' the 10,0Q0 meter in 51:30.66.
quarter mile champ Jon Austin, Another Idaho trackster, Gary
smashing the stadium record by Gozner, took the 3000' meter
two seconds, ending the meet steeplechase, 9:09.28. Charlie
with a 3:13.21 effort; but the Schmoeger, the Vandals' weight
Bronco's had it in the bag. man, took the discus competi-
Rod Pearsall, aBroncosprint tion with a toss of 166'4"'.
, man, came up'smiling witli two Teammate Don' Allemeersch
first place showings-sa win in won' the shot-put with 53'4" ..
Tennis"teom wins
BSUInvitational
Likewise, in the 4xll0 relay, the f that, placing second .
Boise club raced to a 50.36 Other Bronco firsts came in
mark, erasing the previous best the 100m, Connie Taylor with
of 50. 74 seconds set last year by 12.62; Carla Meier in the shot
the ISU women's squad. and discus; and the mile relay.
. Karma Osburn went solo, The Bronco men compete
taking the 800m race and again April 29 at the Bob Gibb
another best of 60.55. In the Invitational in Boise, leading
biggest mark ofthe day, Idaho's into, the Big Sky Champion-
Cindy Partride bettered Barb ships, May 20-21, at ISU. The
Buchan's 3000 meter record by women travel to the Seattle
49 seconds, ending the run with Pacific Invitationalthis weekend
10:58.77. The former holder, and return to Boisefor the Gibb
BSU's Buchan also surpassed meet. '
Broncos rout U of I,
forget BYU
by BIU Gannon
•••••
Boise State's women's club
looked as if they, too, had
captured the meet, ending' the
affair one point ahead of the
Bengals, 76-75. Not satisfied
with that, ISU wornens' coach,
Kathy Hildreth, questioned the
scoring system used and it was
learned the men's scoring was
not that used by the ladies.
When the confusion ended, the
officials had apparently ne-
glected to score fourth place
finishes in the relays. With that
in mind and still not sure of
what happened, the Bengal
women emerged the winners,
outscoring Boise State 80 to 73,
to Idaho's 62, and North West
Nazarene's 26.
ISU women took firsts in six
events: the high jump, the 800
meter, 500 hurdles, 200 meter,
the two mile relay, and the long
jump. Two of the events were
record breakers for the Bengal
women; Karen Bartoloma bet-
tered her own year-old mark,
racing to an 800 meter win in
2:21.73. In the high jump, Alice,
Dirrim's effort of 5'2" set
another meet record,
Despite losing their, title, the
Bronco women showed some
impressive wins; it was a day for
record breaking and they had
their share. The 880 medley
relay team of Karma and Karen
Osburn, 'Connie Taylor,arid
Susan Wessel!> ';mash~d the
existing record by three sec-
onds, running, a 1:54.82.
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Whereas the Vandals rolled
over and played dead. the first
two games (ably recounted for
you by Joe Friday last issue),
the Sunday twinbill was a
different story. Both games
were decided by one run, credit
the closeness of the scores to the
ability of Vandal pitcher Doug'
contlDued on page 14 .
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FAIRVIEW & WILDWOOD
The next time your friends
from Moscow come down, tickle
their ribs with these U of I
witticisms; What does Vandal
football have In common with
Vandal baseball? ANSWER:
Lots of fumbles. If that doesn't
get a response, try this one:
When is a Vandal team not a
Vandal team? ANSWER: When
they hold a lead or when they
put together a winning season.
Needless to say, the U of I
baseball team lent credence to
these observations by dropping
three out of four games to the
'Bronco's in a pair of double,
headers the weekend of the 8th
and 9th. Actually, the one game
. they did win was due in large
measure to the inability.of BSU .
to inflict total· humiliation on
their' Northern nemesis.
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with Gourley to beat the
Whitman duo of Skalley and
Pearson. The final doubles
match was rained out.
After a dual meet with Utah
State and the three-day Weber
State Invitational, the Bronco
. netters travel to tournaments at
the Woodside Invitational in
Hailey and University of Seattle
in Washington before the Big
Sky Championships in Boise
May 4-6. '
.by Bud Humphrey
Winning all but two' individ-
ual matches, 'the Bronco tennis
team swept the -Boise State
Invitational meet.last Friday and
Saturday. Final score on the
four-squad meet was BSU 24,
Washington State 17, WhItman
College 9, Idaho State 3.
Number one player for
the Bronco's, Mike Megale, had
to drop out of one scheduled
doubles match because of arm
trouble that has been bothering
him all season. Megale also lost
one match to Schneider of
Washington'State, who ended
up undefeated, but took the rest
of his matches in the tourney in
two sets each. BSU coach Dan
Owen indicated that Megale's
injury didn't look like it would
prevent him from competing in
the meets' at Utah State and
Weber State coming up this
week.
Rob Stevenson, Nelson Gour-
ley, Mark Carrnnd' Mark
Jackson went throughthe entire
meet undefeated in singles,
with neither Gourley or Carr
having to go into a third' set. '
Greg Wall was the only other
Bronco to lose a match, to
WSU'-s Reid,' who took the
tourney's number" six level
unbeaten, Carr and Stevenson
came up With the doubles crown
with- three. straight matches,
while' Megalb~Gourley and
Jackson-Wall eaeli took two and
lost none. Paul Wright ie'anted
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Rock Star
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T-Shirts Ai' 0 Denims
PtintPhoto T-Shirts
BiuNG IN YOUR OLD
BLUE JEANS WE
CARRY· JEANS-
CORDS-PREWASHED
: ' YOUR OLD PAIR OF
BLUE ,JEANS ARE
WORTH .....
IN TRADE
WE DON'T CARE WHATCONDffiON
YOUR OLD PANTS ARE IN BUT THEY
MUST BE LAUNDERED ...
'S.ofarer' Brand DluC'iI'J@ons
BibCov.rall s
(, Painter Pants
REMEMBER· ONLY ONE. PAIR
MAY BE TRADED IN ON EACH
NEW PAIR ....'iBlWWAtloi/llL rr : ,
Mon-Sat 8:30-5:30 GOOD THRUMAY i0
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Baseball intramural
scores listed
LEAGUE A
Igo and
Heroes
Co.
o
1
forfeit
Joe and Co. 20
Havana Daydreamers 5
Scrwny Ronnys 19
Diamond Demons 12
LEAGUE B
Opis 14
Stike Slip Hummers 9
Makos 16
Padres 8
PUBF 13
Balllsofts 14
LEAGUE C
TKE-Tri Delta 19
Easyslider 19
Martyrs 21
Sig Ep Gamma 15
CCPO ET6ress 13
DIy Fliers 10
LEAGUE
Bats and BaUs 1
Sig Ep Tri Delta I o forfeit
Magicians 12
Rednecks 15
Gus' Gang 1
Condors 0 frofeit
LEAGUE E
Chris'BeUs 11
Poland Storm Troopers 10
Holes and Poles l
HELPWA~tED
Need young people for full' time .
or part time direct retail sales ..
Our company represents the
number one company in the
nation in natural food supple
ments and cosmetics.
For Appointment Call: 342·0501
. Weeks
Distributing Coo
D Zaugerts o forfeit
Red, Hot Pokers
LEAGUE F
Soviet Socialist All Stars 1
Sig Ep Tri Delta II 0 forfeit
TKE"Diane
Kappa Sigma
1
o forfeit
A-I Waders
_B_o-.....;se_b_o_II ......,)l----------
bye
continued from, page 13
Brownl Picking up the win in,
relief the first game, Brown
started the nightcap and per-
formed .admirably despite the
lack of defense backing him.
In the opening affair, the
home team was forced to play
catch-up ball for the whole'
game, Trailing 3 to I, second
baseman Steve McMann an' got
the Bronco's a run closer in the
third inning with a tape measure
homer, 400 feet to dead
center-field. U ofl starter, Mike
Hamilton, survived that blast
only to run into trouble the next
time the hometowners came to
bat. Making the mistake of
allowing speedster Kent Hol-'
lingsworth to reach first, Ham-
i1ton had all he cotIld do trying
to prevent the BSU centcrfieldcr
from stealing everything in
sight. Getting behind on the
count to shortstop Dale Bald-
win, the Vandal lefty appeared
total1y rattled after Hol1ings-
worth stole second and. third.
Unable to concentrate on the
hitter, the souehpaw figured
he'd start out fresh on another
batter, promptly plunked
Baldwin on the shoulder and
this turned out to be a fitting
prelude to Mickey Marchello's
checked swing RBI single.
In the fifth, a two-run homer
by Idaho's Dennis Phillips
followed by a two-out base-on-
balls finished Bronco starter
Brad McArthur, who showed
good velocity on his pitches but
was beset by control problems.
Steve Riggers came on in relief
and checked the visitors through
the sixth. In the BSU half of
that inning, a lead-off single by
Baldwin and three straight
walks sent Hamilton in search of
a shower and brought on Brown
who promptly removed his team
from what could have been a
bad situation, getting out of the
inning with U of I down by one.
The top of the seventh proved"
to be a tough one for Riggers. A
leadoff single, a sacrifice, three
walks and a mental error which
'advanced the Idaho runners into
scoring position, proved to be
the difference in the ballgarne
as the Vandals rallied-for two
runs to take the lead and Brown
held the edge to give the visitors
an 8 to 7 win.
Starting the 'second game in
high spirits,· U of I broke open
the scoring against Bronco lefty,
AI Cogan, with three runs in the
'first. Cogan, making his first
start, was nothing short of super
the rest of the way as he
cpecked the V~ndal offense in
going the distance. Only::
two-run homer in the visitor's
fifth and the opening-inning
jitters marred AI's performance.
As for the Bronco's', they
bunched together runs in the
first, second, fourth, and fifth
innings to provide the margin of
victory. Mike Giust] blasted an
opposite field home run and
, Wally Foster kept rallies going
with two hits to lead the home
team fireworks.
The high-powered BYU
Congers rolled into town Wed-
nesday, bringing with them a 17
to 8 season record and sporting
some famous names in their
lineup. 'The Cougar shortstop is
the son offormer Pirate hurler,
Vern Law. The designated
hitter was one Cam Killebrew,
who hits the ball like his pappy,
Harmon. Also, the boys from
Provo fielded what appeared to
be the son of Bigfoot, a definite
laboratory creation, first base-
man, Dave Valgardson. The
analogy was valid as Dave led
off the second inning with a
monstrous 375 foot home-run off
the tennis-court screen behind
the right field fence. All in vain,
though, as Bronco starter, Mark
Pedersen, became tougher to hit
as the game wore on and hurled
a superb three-hitter to pace the
Bronco's in a 5 to 2 upset.
Pedersen fanned six and walked
two in shutting down the
high-powered Cougar offense.
Thegame was tight the 'entire
time, with BSU pushing across
four runs on five hits in the
bottom of the sixth to shock the
Cougars, who generated not so
.much as a man on base their
final time at 'bat. Big sticks for'
the Bronco's were Pete Booras,
with a home run and sacrifice fly
accounting' fpr two runs, and
Jim Dawson, .who broke the
game open with a sixth inning
bases loaded triple. Mickey
Marchello and Dale Baldwin
both had two hits and scored
once.
In an attempt at brevity, the
description of the second game
will be limited to the score, a 14
.. to 2 route by the Cougars. Talk
about bad company, memories
of this tussle were packed off to
Provo on the visitors' bus.
League Standings: No standing
will be reported unitl next week
when some of the rescheduled
. games will be played.
Triple crown could
be exciting
by Fred Davis
A month from now, horse
racing's most coveted trophy
will be up for grabs. May 6, the
Annual Run For the Roses, the
Kentucky Derby, the first jewel
of horse racing's Triple Crown
will be run. The Kentucky
Derby, the dream of every horse
owner, trainer, and jockey.
The Derby, run at Churchill
Downs in Kentucky, will attract
the top three-year old horses in
the country. Each will be trying
to join the select group that have
won this race. Thatlist included
such notables as Secretariat,
Citation, Count Fleet, War
Admiral, and last year's winner.
Seattle Slew.
Leading the list of Derby
contenders is last year's two-
year old champion Affirmed.
The Harbor View Farm colt
won seven of his nine races last
year . and over 343 thousand
dollars. He is trained by the
leading, trainer in the nation,
Laz Barrera and his regular
rider is jockey sensation, Steve
Cauthen. The worst thing that
can be said about this fine horse
is that he has finished second
twice in his career.
Alydar is the second choice of
most horsemen when the Derby
.is mentioned. Alydar is owned
by Calumet Farm, who has won
eight other Derbies, more than
I····
bye
any other stable in racing
history. Alydar got an early start
this year in preparing for the
Derby. He won an early race in
Florida, and then won last
month's Flamigo Stakes in
Hialeah Park, also in Florida.
Alydar has won all four of his
races this year, and nine of his
fourteen lifetime starts. Alydar
raced against Affirmed six times
last year, and lost four of those
races. He is however, the only
horse to defeat Affirmed.
Alydar will probably be ridden
by Jorge Velasquez.
Unbeaten Sensitive Prince is
the obvious dark horse in the
potential Derby field. Sensitive
Prince is a lightly raced horse,
having run 'in only six araces.in
his career, but he is' undefeated
and has beaten some good
horses. In his last race,
Sensitive Prince beat Believe It,
who was rated the third best
three-year old in the country.
Sensitive Prince hasn't' raced
against either Alydar or Affirm-
ed, but if either falters, he will
be there to take advantage of
the miscue.
Whatever happens between
now and May 6, will only add to
the expectations and anticipa-
tion of the horsemen and fans,.
This year's Derby will surely be
an exciting race, whoever wins.
Presented by
Alpha Omicron PiSorority
in conjunction with IGNZ
Friday April 21
at the Mardi Gras
Adm'ission: S2a50_
Free Prizes: T-Shirts ·lP's 0 Beer
PizzaCertificates
I
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Thorngren ]f--:_-
-----' continued from page 1
basing their program after the
men's, if they choose to follow
this direction. Particularly in the
men's program, revenue pro-
ducing sports emphasize busi-
ness .or entertainment rather
than education."
During the week of April 24,
tinal selection will be made of
Coach of the Year. The athletes
of BSU would like to wish Mrs.
Thomgren good luck in hopes of
receiving the award.
~
USED GUITAR & AMP.
Fender, Peavy, Ampeg & Music
Man. The Music Store. 1307 S.
Orchard. 345·6571.
~
ARBITER
CIL4 SSIFIEDS
Phone 385-3401
~
ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND sr." 'all roull 2zo.'AGf
MAIL OIlDfR CArAIOG
RISURCH ASSISlANCf
11m IDAHO AYI., 206-f
IDS ANGIlIS, CA. ,007S
17131 477-1474
Vicki Hileman were among the
top 20 college basketball players .
to be nominated for the "Wade
Trophy". The Wade Trophy is
awarded to the top Woman
College Basketball player of the
nation.
When asked about the future
of the women's athletics,
Thorngren responded, 'The
women's pr9grams need to be
. aware of the downfalls and
problems that go along with
TYPING. $1.00, double spaced
page. Fast, accurate. Pickup,
dellver, mall. Phoue 466-8548
eves.. PART-TIME SCHOOL BUS
driver, male or female, age 21
and over. Must have good
driving record, Apply at School
Bus Company. 1109 Borah•
344·0159. .
BOW TYING LESSONS [males -
50% discount, regardless 'of
age]. Contact Kylene, Driscoll
Hall, Suite G. Ask about special
lay-awlQ: plan.
~
GUITAR. BASS & BANJO
lessons. The Music Store. .
345-6571.
. .
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